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HEAT PRESSES
Hobby Lite

The 9”x12” (swingaway) Hobby Lite is an affordable heat 
transfer machine designed with the Hobbyist in mind. 
Weighing only 23 pounds, the Hobby Lite heat press is 
the most mobile press on the market.  The Hobby Lite 
has a 9”x12” heat platen that swings away from the work 
area, giving you a safe work environment for placing 
transfers on a multitude of substrates.

$326.63

HT-600P

The HT-600P sets the standard in the manual heat press 
industry because of its ruggedness, durability, and years 
of trouble free performance. The HT-600P has 16”x20” 
heat platen that can apply all types of transfers on items 
up to 1/2” thick. The floating lower platen helps provide 
even pressure on thicker items and the new handle 
design provides 20‰ more pressure over the straight 
handle design.

$1200.98

SKU: HOBBYLITE

SKU: HT-600P

JetPress 12

The JetPress 12 features a 9” x 12” Heat Platen, Digital 
Countdown Timer w/ alarm.  Adjustable height for items 
over 1” thick and adjustable Temperature control (over 
400°F). Accurate Temperature gauge, smooth swing 
away action, solid steel welded frame, silicone pad 
pressing surface, heating indicator light, modular 
cord & plug.

JetPress 14

The JetPress 14 features a 12” x 14” Heat Platen, digital 
Countdown Timer w/ alarm. Adjustable height for items 
over 1” thick and adjustable Temperature control. 
Accurate Tempertature gauge, industrial style clamping 
& locking pressure w/ minimal operator effort, smooth 
swing away action, solid steel welded frame, silicone pad 
pressing surface, heating indicator light, modular cord & 
plug, heating indicator light

$497.48

SKU: JP12

SKU: JP14
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HEAT PRESSES
Digital Knight 14 x 16 Clamshell

A mid-sized clamshell, the 14x16 DK16 opens for full 
access to the lower bottom table. This press is the lowest 
cost solution for a business grade heavy-duty Digital 
heat press machine. The frame support allows operators 
to slide shirts over the table with complete drape space 
around and underneath the loading area. 
Interchangeable bottom tables for smaller pressing 
areas are available. 

$979.88
SKU: DK16

Digital Knight 16 x 20 Clamshell

The 16x20 DK20 opens for full access to the lower 
bottom table. The frame support allows operators to 
slide shirts over the table with complete drape space 
around and underneath the loading area. 
Interchangeable bottom tables for smaller pressing 
areas are available. 

Digital Combo 14 x 16

The Digital Combo multipurpose swing-away heat press 
comes standard with a 14”x16” heat platen and lower 
table. The interchangeability of the Digital Combo is 
performed quickly and safely. If your product offering is 
going to reach beyond just flat & fabric items, the Digital 
Combo is the superior heat press machinery solution. 
The Digital Combo press allows for pressing over 2” thick 
products.

SKU: DK20

SKU: DC16

We have a wide selection of other heat presses available. 

Call today for more information.

Or visit our manufacturer’s websites.

Hix Corp
www.hixcorp.com

Geo Knight& Co Inc.
www.heatpress.com

NEPCO is an authorized distributor of both HIX and Geo Knight Products.
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